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Abstract

Large wood plays a significant role in fluvial ecosystems, influencing river geomor-

phology and ecology. However, it poses both benefits to river systems and risks,

making it essential to understand its dynamics for effective management. A better

understanding the wood breakdown process is required to evaluate the flood risk of

wood in rivers. This paper aims to evaluate early-stage fragmentation of wood in

rivers after being recruited through bank erosion, taking into account its mobility and

residence time. Two methods for characterising and monitoring wood fragmentation

are suggested and compared: 1) photo-interpretation based on ground and drone

photo and 2) terrestrial LiDAR. We used Quantitative Structure Modelling (QSM) of

point clouds to accurately simulate the full branching structure of trees. Close rela-

tionships exist between photo-interpreted and LiDAR-derived complexity metrics,

but a scaled parameter (i.e., diameter) is needed to correlate branching complexity

with volume. The debranching process occurs quickly, with a median reduction in

branching complexity of over 80% within the initial 2 years. Further research with a

larger sample size is necessary to investigate the impact of context – including

transportation, submersion, accumulation, and isolation of wood pieces – on the

fragmentation process. Field observations indicate that immobile wood pieces can

experience a rapid reduction in their branching complexity, similar to the ones that

are transported. Partial fine branching structure can be maintained on transported

pieces. Both photo-interpretation and terrestrial LiDAR offer complimentary

approaches to monitoring wood fragmentation. Photo-interpretation is easily

implementable and may be used as a proxy for mechanical fragmentation, while

terrestrial LiDAR may be used to monitor 3D wood fragmentation, volume and

length evolution, following QSM modelling.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Large wood in rivers is recognised as a key element of the functional

interactions that exist in the fluvial system (Gurnell et al., 2002;

Harmon et al., 1986), and understanding the wood regime is of impor-

tance for river management (Wohl et al., 2019). Wood is a driver of

fluvial processes (Montgomery et al., 2003; Piégay & Gurnell, 1997;

Sear et al., 2010) and a critical aspect of river ecology (Abbe &

Montgomery, 1996; Benke & Wallace, 2003; Senter &

Pasternack, 2011). However, because of the potential risks it poses

(Conley & Kramer, 2020; De Cicco et al., 2018; Schalko, 2017), wood

has been extensively removed from rivers. Today, wood is being
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reintroduced because of its growing appreciation for its positive

impact (Anlanger et al., 2022; Grabowski et al., 2019; Gurnell,

England, & Burgess-Gamble, 2019; Piégay & Landon, 1997). However,

achieving balance between benefits and risks requires a better

understanding of wood dynamics in rivers.

Subsequent to the recruitment of wood into rivers (e.g., resulting

from lateral bank erosion), a series of physical, hydraulic, chemical,

and biological processes occur, leading to the breakdown of wood

into smaller fragments, particulate, or even dissolved matter during

transport and accumulation. This includes, for example, the weakening

of wood because of aging, and the acceleration of wood decay caused

by weather conditions, periodic wetting and drying (Harmon

et al., 1986; Wohl, 2013). Subsequently, logs deposited on alluvial

bars during floods may be impacted. Smaller and more mobile frag-

ments provide a nutrient source and represent a significant amount of

organic matter (Beckman & Wohl, 2014). This component of the

organic carbon cycle has been widely disregarded (Wohl et al., 2017).

Wood characteristics, especially size and geometric complexity,

influence mobility, retention, storage, or potential flow blockages

(Cadol & Wohl, 2010; Gurnell et al., 2002). According to Manners,

Doyle, & Small (2007), the majority (�70%) of jam-forming wood is

large, typically exceeding one meter. Logjam dynamics are influenced

not only by key member size (Abbe & Montgomery, 1996) but also by

wood decomposition rate (Sear et al., 2010).

Wood decay, decomposition or breakdown, related to biochemi-

cal processes and predominantly caused by dissolved export, has been

extensively researched. Numerous factors, such as wood species,

geographical location, physicochemical conditions, biology, and

geomorphology, have been identified as controlling factors (Abril

et al., 2015; Braccia & Batzer, 2008; Collier, 2014; Díez et al., 2002).

A significant portion of the literature focuses on the effect of the time

spent in the fluvial system in controlling the decay (Aristi et al., 2012;

Cadol & Wohl, 2010), but less attention has been paid to the physical

mechanisms of fragmentation, concentrating mainly on general ten-

dencies, for instance, reducing the length of logs (Comiti et al., 2006;

Iroumé, Ruiz-Villanueva, & Picco, 2017). Fragmentation involves the

size reduction of wood into smaller fragments, contributing to

debranching. Merten et al. (2013) showed that wood breakage has a

greater short-term effect on wood mass reduction than biochemical

decay. The study of tree architecture serves multiple purposes,

including estimating the ecological function of branches (Newbrey

et al., 2005), and improving models of floodplain inundation

(Antonarakis et al., 2009). However, the complexity of tree structures

is rarely considered in studies of wood dynamics (Merten et al., 2013),

leaving gaps in our understanding of the rate of geometric simplifica-

tion of newly recruited pieces. Considering that changes in wood

shape and volume impact recruitment, transport, and accumulation

processes, understanding wood fragmentation can improve predic-

tions of wood dynamics and associated risks (Kramer & Wohl, 2017;

Wohl et al., 2023).

Advances in remote sensing techniques over the last 10–20 years

now permit high resolution modelling of large wood in rivers.

In particular LiDAR and SfM make it possible to resolve large wood

accumulations with spatial resolutions in the range 150 point/m2 to

1 point/mm2 (Boivin & Buffin-Bélanger, 2010; Grigillo et al., 2015;

Tonon et al., 2014). SfM has been shown to have a similar point cloud

accuracy to LiDAR (Kaiser et al., 2014; Mancini et al., 2013; Ruži�c

et al., 2014), and has a lower cost. Several advances in modelling

wood jams have been made allowing for improved estimations of vol-

ume (Sanhueza et al., 2022; Spreitzer et al., 2019, 2020a, 2020b) and

porosity (Spreitzer et al., 2020b). Tonon et al. (2014) used terrestrial

LiDAR to scan jams but also large wood elements, and compared mea-

surements taken manually in the field with those extracted from the

point cloud, which had not been modelled, only manually interrogated.

Comparison between the two methods provided satisfactory results

in the detection of the main wood characteristics needed for volume

assessment.

In the forestry literature, Quantitative Structure Modelling (QSM)

has been used to model complex tree structures of living trees, from

point cloud data (Hackenberg et al., 2014). This approach could offer

an improved way of monitoring wood volume for discrete trees, from

the point of living on the floodplain to being incorporated into the

active channel. A QSM is a topological ordered structure of building

blocks, with cylinders being used for tree modelling, capable of

modelling highly accurate cylindrical tree models from terrestrial

LiDAR point clouds. A number of workers have developed and applied

software such as ‘Simpletree’ (Hackenberg et al., 2014; Hackenberg,

Wassenberg, et al., 2015), to produce accurate models of the

branching structure of standing trees, with particular benefits for

the estimation of biomass within forests (Demol et al., 2022; Fan

et al., 2020; Gonzalez de Tanago et al., 2018; Stovall, Anderson-

Teixeira, & Shugart, 2018). This approach has yet to be applied to

assessing large wood in rivers and provides an opportunity to assess

changes in both tree complexity in terms of branching structure and

volume.

The primary objective of this study is to develop a rapid method-

ology to streamline the process of characterising the complexity of

wood branching remotely, thus reducing the time required for in situ

manual surveys. Complexity-related parameters may serve as proxies

for mechanical fragmentation. We explore the use of photo interpre-

tation as a potential solution for this purpose, which also offers the

advantage of being applicable to an existing image bank. The second-

ary objective is to establish a methodology using terrestrial LiDAR to

assess wood volume, which cannot be obtained through photo inter-

pretation alone. Additionally, LiDAR serves as a basis for comparing

complexity measures obtained from photo interpretation, enabling us

to determine whether it is possible to establish a relationship between

complexity metrics and volume. These two methods are then tested

on a relatively small sample size, but one that is representative of the

study site, in order to evaluate wood fragmentation during its early

stages, specifically within the first 2 years after recruitment into the

river channel. Information on newly introduced wood pieces, which

are monitored over 3 years, is rare and difficult to obtain. To address

this challenge, we utilise RFID tracking (Radio Frequency Identifica-

tion) to monitor newly introduced trees. This allows us to gain insights

into the shape evolution of wood pieces and to explore the correla-

tion between residence time and shape. RFID tagging enables the

marking of trees and wood pieces, facilitating their monitoring and

displacement tracking. Each individual is assigned a unique ID and can

be located using an antenna following flood events.

2 HORTOBÁGYI ET AL.
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2 | STUDY SITE, MATERIAL AND
METHODS

2.1 | Study site

The Allier River in France was selected for studying wood fragmenta-

tion, owing to its consistent wood recruitment through bank erosion

and active channel shifting. Originating at 1485 m altitude, it drains

a catchment area of 14,400 km2, and flows for 410 km before

joining the Loire River at an altitude of 140 m (Figure 1a,b). The

study area is situated within the Val d’Allier Natural National Reserve

(altitude �220 m), characterised by a mean channel width of 60 m

(sd = 15) and an average annual erosion rate of between 0.2 and

0.9 ha/km/year (between 2009 and 2020). The surveyed wood pieces

all come from within 10 km upstream of the Châtel-de-Neuvre

gauging station. The hydrograph shows a strong seasonal pattern: the

mean annual discharge at Châtel-de-Neuvre where the Allier drains a

catchment area of 12,430 km2, is 114 m3/s, with Q2 (2-year return

period) and Q10 (10-year return period) of 560 and 940 m3/s,

respectively.

2.2 | Imagery based data and method to evaluate
wood fragmentation

2.2.1 | Sample description and data acquisition

In total, a sample size of 31 trees was used to develop an easily

applicable, cheap and fast method to study wood fragmentation over

time (Table 1). Amongst this tree sample, 22 trees were measured

once, five trees were monitored twice and four of the trees were

measured three times. The trees were monitored using active RFID

tags between 2020 and 2022 and their recruitment date (time of

entry into the river) is known. Therefore, physical wood fragmentation

characteristics of the early stage (first 3 years) can be linked to the

residence time spent within the river corridor. Figure 2 shows the

flow conditions that triggered recruitment and during the monitoring

period. The wood pieces analysed in this study are qualified by some

of their physical characteristics. Their size varies widely (from 1.2 to

30-m in length) as does their morphological complexity.

For photo-interpretation, photographs were captured employing

a digital camera of 14 MP, from various viewpoints when it

was possible, however, there was no consistency between image-

overlapping. Ten trees were photographed following their recruit-

ment, implying that they were exposed to one flooding period. The

residence time of 1 year is assigned to this group. Twelve trees were

subjected to two high flow periods (residence time: 2 years), while

5 trees were exposed to three high flow periods (residence time:

3 years). Three trees were monitored twice, with no identifiable

recruitment time. They are categorized as “unknown1” (for the first

year of monitoring) and “unknown2” (for the second year of monitor-

ing) classes.

Eleven trees from the 31 samples were characterised while

standing (living), allowing an initial state to be described as follows.

Although we had images of several trees before they fell into the river

(stage 0), these images could not be used to obtain useful parameters

to determine wood fragmentation because of the presence of leaves.

However, it is crucial to determine the initial characteristics of our

sample in order to be able to quantify changes. Obtaining adequate

images of a standing tree, where the entire tree is visible with

exploitable resolution, is very difficult from ground level. Therefore,

to describe the trees before fragmentation caused by the erosive

action of floods and temporal degradation, we took drone images of

these standing trees in the winter of 2022 in the same area where

most of the recently entered trees (1 year of residence time)

originated (Table 1). We flew the drone (DJI Mavic 2 pro, 20 MP

camera) at a fixed distance from the tree and with the camera pointing

horizontally and took multiple images to cover the entire tree from

top to bottom (i.e. flying parallel to the tree). The images had �50%

overlap and were stitched together for analysis.

F I GU R E 1 (a) Location of the
Allier River course in France and its
catchment area (dotted line), (b) the
catchment area of the Allier River and
the village of Châtel-de-Neuvre,
located in the centre of the
study area.

HORTOBÁGYI ET AL. 3
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T AB L E 1 Description of wood samples used for photo-interpretation and terrestrial laser scanning analysis. Residence time 0 represents
standing (live) trees.

ID Date of scan Residence time Moved Photo-interpretation LiDAR Survey type Used to describe stage 0

074AB8 2020 1 Yes Yes Yes Both No

2021 2 Yes Yes Yes Both No

2022 3 No Yes Yes Both No

074B55 2020 1 Yes Yes Yes Both No

2021 2 No no Yes LiDAR No

2022 3 No Yes Yes Both No

074B2B 2020 unknown1 No Yes Yes Both No

2021 unknown2 Yes Yes Yes Both No

074B2A 2020 unknown1 No Yes Yes Both No

2022 unknown2 No Yes Yes Both No

074AA9 2020 1 Yes Yes Yes Both No

2021 2 No Yes No Photo No

2022 3 Few meters Yes Yes Both No

074ACC 2020 1 Yes Yes Yes Both No

2021 2 No Yes Yes Both No

2022 3 No Yes Yes Both No

074B33 2020 1 Yes Yes Yes Both No

2021 2 No Yes Yes Both No

2022 3 Few meters Yes Yes Both No

074B07 2020 unknown1 Yes Yes Yes Both No

2022 unknown2 No Yes Yes Both No

074AE8 2020 0 - No Yes LiDAR No

2022 2 Yes Yes Yes Both No

074A8F 2020 0 - No Yes LiDAR No

2022 2 Yes Yes No Photo No

074B3C 2022 2 Yes Yes Yes Both No

074ABC 2021 1 Yes Yes No Photo No

2022 2 No Yes No Photo No

074ABE 2022 2 Yes Yes No Photo No

074ACB 2020 1 Yes Yes No Photo No

074 AD1 2020 1 Yes Yes No Photo No

074 AD5 2022 2 Yes Yes No Photo No

074AEA 2020 1 Yes Yes No Photo No

074B1A 2022 2 Yes Yes No Photo No

074B29 2020 1 Yes Yes No Photo No

074C14 2022 2 Yes Yes No Photo No

084B43 2022 0 - Yes No Photo Yes

084B46 2022 0 - Yes No Photo Yes

084B4F 2022 0 - Yes No Photo Yes

084B64 2022 0 - Yes No Photo Yes

084B6E 2022 0 - Yes No Photo Yes

084B72 2022 0 - Yes No Photo Yes

084B80 2022 0 - Yes No Photo Yes

084BA4 2022 0 - Yes No Photo Yes

084BB5 2022 0 - Yes No Photo Yes

084 BC1 2022 0 - Yes No Photo Yes

084C49 2022 0 - Yes No Photo Yes

4 HORTOBÁGYI ET AL.
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2.2.2 | Photo-interpretation using GIS: order and
branching complexity

The images were imported into Qgis software for interpretation.

Initially, the branch order of each tree was calculated for every year in

which images were available. The branch order was determined from

the tips to the trunk, using the stream order style being analogous

to the Horton system developed by Strahler (Horton, 1932;

Strahler, 1957). This system was previously employed for river

network analysis. We begin by assigning the order 1 to the finest

branches. When two first order segments join, they form a second

order segment. Lower order segments joining a higher order segment

do not change the order of the higher segment. Using this ordination

method on trees, Horton (1932) and Järvelä (2004) observed a

consistent morphometric ratio between orders in terms of the volume

or length of branches. This method can be used to explore the

relationship between a tree branching complexity and its overall

volume or length, as well as to quantitatively characterise the

tree structure and evolution under different processes such as

residence time, accumulation, and transport. After assigning orders to

each branch and segment, we calculated a branching complexity

index. Our metric for branching complexity was determined by

(i) multiplying the rank of a branch/segment by the number of

branches at that rank and (ii) by summing the products obtained in

step (i) (Table 2).

2.3 | Fragmentation rate quantification
using LiDAR

2.3.1 | Large wood scanning using terrestrial LiDAR

Terrestrial LiDAR analysis concentrated on changes in the structure of

nine dead and two living trees, in response to both in situ degradation

or transport conditions during observed floods. We used repeat-

survey terrestrial LiDAR to produce accurate three-dimensional point

clouds of several trees over a two-year period, encompassing two

winter high flow periods. Three field surveys took place in November

2020, June 2021 and June 2022. Four trees were scanned on three

occasions, five of the trees scanned twice and two of them only once.

These trees represent a subset of the 31 trees analysed through

photo-interpretation, as indicated in Table 1.

F I GU R E 2 Hydrological conditions at Châtel-de-Neuvre showing the mean daily discharge. Images for photo-interpretation were taken on
dates indicated by vertical solid lines, and terrestrial LiDAR acquisitions are indicated by vertical dashed lines. The arrow indicates wood
recruitment by lateral erosion.

T AB L E 2 Metrics obtained by photo-interpretation and LiDAR methodologies. Field measurements for ground truth data are also indicated.

Metrics Definition Method

Horton-Strahler branch order Ordering starting from the finest branches (equal to order of 1)

leading toward the main trunk. The order number increases when

two branches of equal order join.

Photo-interpretation; Ground truth

Branching complexity
P

Horton branch ordern�Number of segmentn Photo-interpretation; Ground truth

Branch order Counted from the trunk up to the tips. At each branch junction the

branch order of side branches is increased by 1.

LiDAR

Reverse branch order Counted from the tips to the trunk. When two segments join, their

order must be summed to obtain the order of the following

segment.

LiDAR

Cylinder radius Radius of circles fitted along branches LiDAR

Volume Total summed volume of cylinders LiDAR

Length Total summed length of cylinder model LiDAR

HORTOBÁGYI ET AL. 5
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Two of the trees were scanned while still standing on the edge of

the bank, thus the residence time of 0 was associated, five trees had a

residence time of 1 year, six were characterised by a residence time

of 2 years, and five trees by a residence time of 3 years. Three of the

trees for which the residence time is unknown were monitored two

times. Beside the two standing trees, the rest of the trees were

scanned on exposed bar surfaces, typically positioned on their side.

Scanned trees were usually isolated, however occasionally two trees

would be in contact with each other. Trees were scanned during low

flow conditions using a Topcon GLS2000 LiDAR (point accuracy of

3.5 mm at 1–150 m), with typically between four and eight scans per

tree. It was essential to try to maximise the point coverage of the tree

surface and minimise shadow. Scans were merged in Topcon

Scanmaster software, using a series of tie-points located around each

tree, which were also surveyed using a Trimble GNSS, to allow geo-

referencing. Point clouds were then imported into CloudCompare

(Brodu & Lague, 2012), and a manual denoising process was con-

ducted whereby the points for each tree were manually extracted by

cutting out unwanted areas of the bar surface or adjacent dead wood

not part of the tree of interest.

2.3.2 | From point cloud to wood fragmentation
assessment

We applied QSM to the point clouds using an open source tool

“SimpleTree” (Hackenberg, Spiecker, et al., 2015, https://computree.

onf.fr). Hackenberg, Wassenberg, et al.’s (2015) approach requires a

terrestrial LiDAR point cloud. Prior to importing data into Simpletree,

the coordinates for each tree point cloud were translated/rotated so

that the tree was in an upright position along the z plane. Data was

imported to Simpletree as a .las file. The QSM method uses spheres to

follow the complete branching structure of the tree. The spheres’

surfaces cut the tree point cloud, resulting in spatially unconnected

sub-point-clouds representing the cross-section areas of the branches.

Into these sub point clouds circles are fitted and their radii are used

for the preliminary fitted cylinders. The cylinders are enhanced with a

non-linear least square fitting routine. Hackenberg, Wassenberg, et al.

(2015) demonstrate that the resulting cylinder models fit the point

clouds very well, covering 99% of the tree and a submillimetre quality

fit accuracy. However, problems with occlusion can occur while scan-

ning trees in the field (e.g., Hackenberg, Wassenberg, et al., 2015), or

points containing essential information can be lost during the

denoising process, resulting in data gaps over portions of branches or

the trunk. During the Simpletree modelling process, some branches or

twigs may not be modelled properly as the cylinder ends at occlusion

gaps, or other areas that still contain noise points can suffer from

cylinder overestimation.

The model output from Simpletree provides some useful informa-

tion that may be applied to assess wood fragmentation through

debranching, including volume and length for each modelled cylinder,

and measures of complexity namely branch order and reverse branch

order (Table 2, Figure 3). In Simpletree, the branch order is counted

from the trunk up to the tips. The trunk is initialized with branch order

0. Branches, major branches as well as shoots, splitting from the

trunk have the branch order 1. At each branch junction the

branch order of side branches is increased by 1 (Hackenberg, 2019).

The reverse branch order of a cylinder denotes the maximal number

of branching splits of the sub-branch growing out of the segment,

with the trunk considered as the initial junction (Hackenberg,

Disney, & Bontemps, 2022). The reverse branch order is counted from

the tips to the trunk. If we apply the concept of ordering, the first

order is assigned to the finest branches. When two segments join,

their order must be summed to obtain the order of the following

segment.

2.4 | Error evaluation using ground truth data and
statistical analysis

Four of the most complex trees (i.e., with the highest variability in

branch order) analysed by photo-interpretation were selected and

their branching complexity calculated in the field. Each tree has a

residence time of 3 years. The aim of these independent field

measurements was to compare them with photo-interpretation

results and to estimate potential methodological biases.

Forestry log scaler volumes were obtained for five trees in 2020

enabling an order of magnitude comparison with terrestrial LiDAR

volumes.

Using R software (R Core Team, 2022), a Kruskal–Wallis analysis

of variance on ranks was performed on branching complexity, to

F I G U R E 3 Illustration of ordering computation for A) Horton–
Strahler branch order, B) Simpletree branch order, C) Simpletree
reverse branch order.

6 HORTOBÁGYI ET AL.
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determine whether their distribution yielded statistical differences

between residence time groups. In the event of a significant outcome

(p value ≤0.05), post hoc pairwise multiple comparisons were

completed. The Wilcoxon test with Bonferroni p-value correction for

multiple paired tests was used.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Imagery based method to evaluate wood
fragmentation

3.1.1 | Branching complexity and wood
fragmentation

The mean (and the median) of branching complexity shows a

decreasing trend from 484.2 (365) to 43 (42) with increasing

residence time from 0 to 3 years (Figure 4a, Table 3, Table 4). The

median decreases by 54%, 62% and then by 34% respectively. For

wood pieces with an indeterminate residence time, the branching

complexity also decreases further from 34 (30) to 14 (15). There is a

significant difference between the 0 and 1 year residence time groups

and the 1 and 2 year groups (Figure 4a). Branching complexity values

are more dispersed within the group of the standing trees (residence

time 0) and strongly reduced for the group with a residence time of

3 years and more. During the first 2 years, wood fragmentation is

much faster than in the later stage and accounts for 83% of the

reduction of branching complexity. The median of the number of first

order segments decreases with increasing residence time by 56%,

57%, 39%, 21% and 53% (Figure 4b). The median Horton-Strahler tree

order (i.e., the highest order per tree) is not sensitive enough to differ-

entiate the groups according to residence time, although it shows an

overall decreasing tendency with increasing residence time (the

medians per group are respectively: 4, 4, 3, 3, 3, 2).

3.1.2 | Error evaluation using ground truth data

Field measurements of branching complexity and segment number

show that photo-interpretation tends to underestimate these

parameters by at least 42% (Table 5). The error for the most complex

tree is higher and amounts to 71%. The RMSE of branching complex-

ity ranges from 26 to 196. The underestimation also concerns the

order level for two out of four trees (Table 5).

3.2 | Wood fragmentation assessment
using LiDAR

3.2.1 | Point cloud and cylinder fit

Table 6 demonstrates details of the 11 trees that were scanned. Point

coverage typically was 792,861 points per tree, equivalent to 4,650

pts/m2 on average (Table 6). Many trees were scanned on their side,

resting on bar surfaces, where some branches were partly buried

underneath bar surface sediment, hence introducing minor occlusion

problems. One further complication in the comparisons result from

local changes in bed elevation around the tree between floods caused

by local scour and fill of bed sediment around branches. Where trees

had been transported and the position of the tree had changed this

also resulted in variations in point coverage over the tree between

surveys.

Figure 5 shows point clouds for four out of the 11 sampled trees

alongside cylinder models produced using Simpletree, and fragmenta-

tion over the study period. In general, the cylinder models resemble

the point clouds extremely well. To investigate the success of the

cylinder modelling further we compared the point cloud to the cylin-

der surface. Summary statistics are shown in Table 6, where typically

it can be seen that points on average were <3 cm from the modelled

cylinder surface. There is however substantial variability between

trees and surveys.

3.2.2 | Wood fragmentation evolution using
LiDAR data

Temporal fragmentation is visually apparent for all sampled trees

(e.g., Figure 5). Summary statistics extracted from the cylinder models

are shown in Table 7 for each tree. Reductions in volume and length

can all be seen, with one exception (074B33), where the volume

appears to increase between 2021 and 2022. This is likely to be an

F I GU R E 4 (a) Branching complexity in relation to residence time; (b) segment number according to order and residence time.
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issue of hidden branches in 2021 because of sediment burial. Most

trees showed a reduction in branch order. Some however kept the

same ordering. Most of the results for the reverse branch order statis-

tic show a reduction.

The median of each of the four terrestrial LiDAR-derived wood

fragmentation proxies shows a decreasing trend with residence time,

except for reverse branching order between state 3 and unknown1

and the volume between states 2 and 3 (Figure 6, Table 8). However,

T AB L E 3 Photo-interpretation derived branching complexity and segment number.

ID Date Residence time Order Branching complexity Segment number

074A8F 2022 2 1 1 1

074AA9 2020 1 4 213 162

074AA9 2021 2 4 84 65

074AA9 2022 3 3 12 8

074AB8 2020 1 5 163 118

074AB8 2021 2 4 113 86

074AB8 2022 3 3 81 66

074ABC 2021 1 3 159 125

074ABC 2022 2 3 91 70

074ABE 2022 2 2 4 3

074ACB 2020 1 3 61 49

074ACC 2020 1 4 133 101

074ACC 2021 2 4 74 57

074ACC 2022 3 3 42 32

074 AD1 2020 1 4 195 147

074 AD5 2022 2 3 80 75

074AE8 2022 2 2 8 7

074AEA 2020 1 4 290 212

074B1A 2022 2 4 94 71

074B29 2020 1 5 361 268

074B33 2020 1 3 89 67

074B33 2021 2 3 53 43

074B33 2022 3 3 44 35

074B3C 2022 2 2 9 8

074B55 2020 1 4 175 134

074B55 2022 3 3 36 27

074C14 2022 2 2 4 3

084B43 2022 0 4 365 287

084B46 2022 0 6 1,451 1,074

084B4F 2022 0 4 400 294

084B64 2022 0 4 345 264

084B6E 2022 0 5 409 326

084B72 2022 0 5 336 253

084B80 2022 0 4 426 342

084BA4 2022 0 5 767 586

084BB5 2022 0 4 258 214

084 BC1 2022 0 4 277 216

084C49 2022 0 4 292 232

074B2A 2020 unknown1 3 18 14

074B2A 2022 unknown2 2 6 5

074B2B 2020 unknown1 3 55 42

074B2B 2021 unknown2 2 15 12

074B07 2020 unknown1 3 30 24

074B07 2022 unknown2 2 21 18

8 HORTOBÁGYI ET AL.
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T AB L E 4 Branching complexity and 1st order segment number statistics according to residence time measured by photo-interpretation.

Residence time Sample size

Branching complexity 1st order segment number

Median Mean 25% quantile 75% quantile Median Mean 25% quantile 75% quantile

0 11 365.0 484.2 314.0 417.3 206.0 278.8 182.5 262.0

1 10 169.0 183.9 139.5 208.5 90.5 88.8 79.3 101.0

2 12 63.5 51.3 7.0 85.8 39.0 33.4 6.3 52.3

3 5 42.0 43.0 36.0 44.0 24.0 25.6 20.0 27.0

Unknown1 3 30.0 34.3 24.0 42.5 19.0 20.3 15.0 25.0

Unknown1 3 15.0 14.0 10.5 18.0 9.0 9.3 6.5 12.0

T AB L E 5 Branching complexity and order statistics of four trees of tree-year residence time comparing photo-interpretation and field
measurements.

Sample

Branching complexity Order

Photo-interpretation Field RMSE Underestimation (%) Photo-interpretation Field

074AB8 81 277 196 71 3 5

074ACC 42 86 44 51 3 4

074B33 44 83 39 47 3 3

074B55 36 62 26 42 3 3

T AB L E 6 LiDAR scan and cylinder model accuracy statistics.

ID
Date of
scan

Residence
time

LiDAR scan statistics and cylinder model accuracy

Number of

scans

Number of points in

cloud

Point spacing

(pts/m2)

Mean point distance to

model (m)

Std

dev

074AB8 2020 1 8 1,163,477 4,379 0.034 0.124

2021 2 5 1,316,820 7,511 0.014 0.037

2022 3 6 2,767,767 23,636 0.019 0.048

074B55 2020 1 8 1,145,938 3,460 0.011 0.047

2021 2 7 603,472 2,492 0.019 0.061

2022 3 10 853,700 8,557 0.026 0.065

074B2B 2020 unknown1 4 82,682 4,957 0.008 0.022

2021 unknown2 3 167,687 22,122 0.005 0.018

074B2A 2020 unknown1 4 125,511 2,843 0.003 0.024

2022 unknown2 2 573,975 19,923 0.001 0.013

074AA9 2020 1 4 434,277 1744 0.011 0.052

2022 3 6 769,905 7,785 0.006 0.035

074ACC 2020 1 8 426,199 2,827 0.049 0.076

2021 2 7 577,552 4,645 0.016 0.074

2022 3 10 297,640 3,327 0.100 0.387

074B33 2020 1 8 2,004,461 6,762 0.030 0.119

2021 2 7 827,667 3,411 0.023 0.128

2022 3 10 685,384 3,141 0.114 0.260

074B07 2020 unknown1 8 418,983 2,712 0.009 0.039

2022 unknown2 4 843,005 8,852 0.007 0.031

074AE8 2020 0 5 555,470 568 0.104 0.329

2022 2 6 531,041 15,725 0.005 0.024

074A8F 2020 0 5 1,716,956 102,139 0.021 0.061

074B3C 2022 2 6 139,097 9,003 0.059 0.181
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the sample size is too small to test for significant differences. Length

has the largest relative loss compared with the residence time group

T�1 until 3-year residence time group, i.e., 69%, 55%, 54% and 56%.

Length decreases by 43% between the two unknown residence time

classes. The median wood volume decreases from 16.1 m3 to 0.8 m3

and the relative losses are 61%, 45%, �15%, 70% and 36% for each

of the residence time classes. The variability of the length decreases

strongly with time compared with the volume.

Another useful measure of complexity that can be retrieved from

the Simpletree output is the cylinder radius. The hypothesis here is

that as trees gradually fragment over time, as branches gradually

break off the tree, the relative proportion of cylinders with a

small radius will reduce. Table 7 shows the temporal change in the

population distribution of cylinder radii for each of the tree cylinder

models, and presents summary statistics for the curves. Cylinder radii

population curves are also shown in Figure 7, showing changes for

F I G UR E 5 Comparisons of point clouds and
cylinder models for four trees (074AB8, 074B55,
074ACC, 074B33), showing fragmentation over the
study duration.
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each tree over the study duration. Results broadly show the expected

pattern with greater proportions of larger radius branches found

progressively through the three surveys.

Tree 074AA9 shows a shift from a mean branch radius of 0.03 to

0.13 m (+433%) between 2020 and 2022. This significant coarsening,

was a consequence of the removal of nearly all the finer branches

from the main part of the trunk. Tree 074AB8 shows a shift from a

mean branch radius of 0.04 to 0.05 m (+125%) between 2020 and

2022. This tree was transported a considerable distance between

2020 and 2021, and then remained in situ on a bar surface

downstream between 2021 and 2022. The tree showed a more

gradual loss of finer branches, with the main parts of the trunk

remaining intact. Tree 074ACC shows a shift in mean branch radius

from 0.05 to 0.08 m (+160%) between 2020 and 2022. This tree was

situated adjacent to 074B33 for the first two surveys, and then was

isolated, remaining in approximately the same position after

074B33 was transported further down the bar between 2021 and

2022. This tree showed relatively minor loss of smaller branches

between 2020 and 2021, and then more significant loss of the smaller

branches between 2021 and 2022. Again, the trunk and main

branches remain intact. Tree 074AE8 shows a shift in mean branch

radius from 0.05 to 0.21 m (+420%) between 2020 and 2022. Tree

074B07 showed a shift in mean branch radius from 0.09 to 0.11 m

(+122%) between 2020 and 2022. This tree was transported

between these dates, and hence would have been subject to the

effects of fluvial processes in addition to weathering in situ. During

the first scan, the tree comprised three initial elements to the main

trunk, with most minor branches already lost. The 2020 survey

revealed further loss of some smaller branches and loss of roughly half

of one of the three main trunk elements. Tree 074B2A showed a shift

in mean branch radius from 0.06 to 0.07 m (+117%) between 2020

and 2022. This tree already lost most of its small branches in the

initial scan, and showed some loss of the coarse branch tips while

remaining in situ of the edge of a bar. The mean branch radius for tree

074B2B stayed constant at 0.03 m between 2020 and 2021, despite

the 2021 curve showing a very slight coarsening, rather visible on

Figure 7, with some loss of finer branches evident when observing the

cylinder model. Tree 074B33 showed a shift in mean branch

radius from 0.06 to 0.10 m (+167%) between 2020 and 2022. This

tree only moved slightly on a bar surface over this period and would

have been subject some fluvial, but mainly weathering processes in

situ. Observation of the cylinder model shows a gradual loss of

finer branch elements. Tree 074B55 showed a shift in mean branch

radius of 0.04 to 0.07 m (+175%) between 2020 and 2022. This

tree remained on the head of a point bar over the study duration,

only showing minor movement, and would have been mainly

subject to the effects of weathering processes. Observation of

the cylinder models indicates greater loss of smaller branches

between 2020 and 2021, and less significant loss in between 2020

and 2021.

T AB L E 7 Terrestrial LiDAR-derived volume, length, complexity measures and cylinder modelling statistics for each scanned tree.

ID Date Volume (m3) Length (m)

Branch

order

Reverse branch

order

Tree radii population (m)
Forestry log scaler

volumeSkewness Kurtosis Mean Median

074A8F 2020 3.1 1730.0 5 155 2.4 12.2 0.02 0.01

074AA9 2020 6.3 704.1 6 83 5.2 48.7 0.03 0.02

074AA9 2022 5.1 53.9 2 16 0.8 4.3 0.13 0.12

074AB8 2020 6.1 568.8 5 79 2.1 10.8 0.04 0.04 7

074AB8 2021 4.1 318.9 5 36 2.5 12.1 0.05 0.03

074AB8 2022 3.4 190.9 5 25 2.5 12.2 0.05 0.04

074ACC 2020 4.0 271.5 4 49 2.3 10.4 0.05 0.04 3

074ACC 2021 2.9 260.7 4 71 3.5 22.3 0.04 0.03

074ACC 2022 2.9 81.1 3 20 1.6 6.9 0.08 0.06

074AE8 2020 29.2 1977.9 6 77 2.2 12.8 0.05 0.04

074AE8 2022 2.8 15.5 1 2 �1.0 3.5 0.21 0.23

074B07 2020 6.6 128.3 3 25 1.3 5.9 0.09 0.07 4

074B07 2022 4.1 71.7 3 26 0.7 2.9 0.11 0.10

074B2A 2020 1.2 52.0 2 16 1.2 4.0 0.06 0.05

074B2A 2022 0.8 29.7 2 7 0.7 2.6 0.07 0.06

074B2B 2020 0.2 48.5 3 27 1.8 7.4 0.03 0.03

074B2B 2021 0.1 19.0 1 5 3.3 25.5 0.03 0.03

074B33 2020 10.9 395.1 4 61 2.2 9.3 0.06 0.04 10

074B33 2021 8.4 254.6 4 30 1.4 5.0 0.07 0.06

074B33 2022 9.5 161.8 3 23 1.0 3.4 0.10 0.08

074B3C 2022 0.4 19.8 2 10 0.8 3.0 0.06 0.05

074B55 2020 8.3 697.9 5 72 2.8 14.8 0.04 0.03 4

074B55 2021 7.6 379.8 6 71 1.6 5.9 0.06 0.05

074B55 2022 4.0 117.4 3 40 1.2 3.7 0.07 0.05
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The volumes calculated by Simpletree were close to the forest

cubage measurements except for one tree which was greatly

overestimated by the terrestrial LiDAR measurements (Table 7).

3.3 | Interrelation of photo-interpretation and
LiDAR fragmentation metrics

Figure 8 shows strong correlations between photo-interpretation

derived branching complexity and A) Terrestrial LiDAR-derived length

(R2 = 0.9), B) Terrestrial LiDAR-derived branch order (R2 = 0.78) and

C) Terrestrial LiDAR-derived reverse branch order (R2 = 0.78).

However, the correlation between the branching complexity obtained

from photo-interpretation and the volume measured by Terrestrial

LiDAR (Figure 8d) is not as robust (R2 = 0.2) and seems to highlight

two different relationships.

Based on our results, it is not feasible to derive wood volume

directly from the image branching complexity metric described above

(Figure 8d). Figure 8d depicts a division in the point cloud, where the

wood pieces with high branching complexity (with numerous fine

branches) can be found towards the right-hand side of the figure,

indicating an overestimation of branching complexity in relation to the

volume. Logically, it may be necessary to use additional wood parame-

ters, such as diameter to develop a complexity metric that correlates

with wood volume. Hence, we examined the relationship between

wood volume and the subsequent metric:

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
BCn

p
�Diameter ð1Þ

Where n is the maximum order reached and BC is image derived

branching complexity. The correlation coefficient is significantly

higher in this case (R2 = 0.64) in comparison with the initial branching

complexity metric (Figure 9). However, the correlation between the

modified branching complexity and the residence time is no longer

present.

3.4 | Displacement and fragmentation

Between the three sampling periods, trees were exposed to high flow

conditions (Figure 2). Some trees travelled several kilometres between

two measurements, others stayed in places, or moved only few

meters from their original position (Figure 10). Both branching

complexity (Figure 10a) and volume (Figure 10b) decreased, regardless

of their displacement type or stability. There was only one exception,

074B33 which increased its volume as explained above, but this is

clearly related to the difficulty to scanning partially buried wood

pieces.

F I GU R E 6 Terrestrial LiDAR-derived (TLS) (a) length, (b) branch order, (c) reverse branch order and (d) volume in relation to residence time.
The injection time of class “unknown” is not known and corresponds to greater residence time. “Unknown2” represents the same trees as in class
‘unknown1” but rescanned one or two years later.
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4 | DISCUSSION

4.1 | Methodological issues and solutions for
quantifying wood fragmentation

Photo-interpretation provides a convenient and cost-effective

approach to assessing wood fragmentation efficiently. However, the

available data set only encompasses a small proportion of the

monitored wood pieces, limited to just five pieces with a residence

time of 3 years. Thus, enriching this dataset would be a worthwhile

endeavour. However, our analysis has some limitations regarding the

measured parameters. The limited sensitivity of the order and the

significant dispersion of the branching complexity within the early

stage of the residence time hinder our ability to use it as a proxy to

estimate wood volume. This is because a wood piece with numerous

fine branches has a high branching complexity, but the fine branches

have a low volume. The presence of many fine branches leads to

higher values of branching complexity compared with other trees with

similar volumes (data points on the right-hand side of Figure 8d).

However, once the fine branches are lost, the relationship between

volume and branching complexity follows the trend of other trees

(data points on the left-hand side of Figure 8d). Therefore, the second

suggested calculation method (Equation 1) removes the dispropor-

tionate weight of first-order fine branches and makes the adjustment

based on wood size. Branching complexity measures were instead

found to be suitable for capturing the general dynamics of morpholog-

ical change and for linking to terrestrial LiDAR complexity parameters

(i.e., length, branch order and reverse branch order). Despite photo-

interpretation underestimating complexity compared with ground

truth data, there appears to be a relationship between the values,

allowing for sample comparison. Since the branching complexity by

photo-interpretation is well related to the measured tree volume or

length, this underestimation does not hinder the fragmentation

analysis. The photo-interpretation method may encounter an issue

with operator-dependent variability of results. The complete charac-

terisation of the tree structure is altered because of the limitations of

a 2D view and the resolution of the photography. It has been decided

to only examine the branches that are clearly visible in the image,

excluding smaller and intertwined branches, in order to focus on the

overall structure of the tree (which is related to the total volume and

length) rather than to fully capture its complexity. Considering the

smallest segments of the tree may increase the variability with the

actual tree, whereas capturing the global structure reduces the risk of

variability. Nonetheless, the threshold for branch consideration is a

subjective criterion in the photo-interpretation method. Indicative

thresholds could be established by using picture scaling to reduce this

subjectivity. Only one observer provided the present values to

mitigate observer bias, but an analysis of observer bias is still neces-

sary for comparing other sites or even continuing this field effort. We

provide our photos along with the data to facilitate potential future

studies to test observer bias or compare results. Automating photo

interpretation could extend the database and avoid observer bias. For

example, advances in this domain have been made using machine

learning to automatically detect wood pieces from aerial imagery

(Ruiz-Villanueva et al., 2024). Ideally, with a larger database, a rela-

tionship should be established between photo-interpretation derived

parameters and terrestrial LiDAR-derived volumes. Consequently,T
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wood volumes could be derived from photo-interpretation measures

alone in the future. Notably, photo-interpretation effectively

describes the fragmentation trajectory, which correlates with the

reduction in wood volume. If this relationship is confirmed through

further observations, photo-interpretation can act as a strong proxy in

revealing details about the volume of wood and how it changes over

time and space.

Although we did not use photo-interpretation to derive volume

and mass estimates, approaches that are able to quantify the full

three-dimensional structure of large wood could have advantages

over photo-interpretation approaches in this regard. Terrestrial LiDAR

provides a solution to obtain a three-dimensional point-cloud of tree

structure. Alongside terrestrial LiDAR’s advantages, certain limitations

are apparent. Conducting data collection and processing is a time-

F I GU R E 7 Kernel density plots representing changes in population distribution of tree radius derived from cylinder modelling using
Simpletree.

F I G U R E 8 Relationship between photo-
interpretation derived branching complexity and
(a) terrestrial LiDAR-derived length, (b) branch
order, (c) reverse branch order and (d) volume.
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consuming task and field logistics prove more challenging than image

collection for photo-interpretation. It is important that enough scans

are taken to reduce occluded areas, and it is necessary for trees to be

exposed above the water surface. Scour and fill around trees on bar

surfaces may either expose or hide some branches. In the instance of

a branch partially buried, the computation of order is disrupted, unlike

photo-interpretation where the observer can virtually connect the

unburied parts of the branch. There may also be problems in scanning

trees in leaf, for example living trees in the bank edge, however the

potential may be overcome through full waveform processing LiDAR.

If multiple wood pieces are present within a close proximity, extensive

manual cleaning of the point cloud might be necessary. Both photo-

interpretation and terrestrial LiDAR measurements may cause slightly

inconsistent diachronic outcomes because of the above-mentioned

burial process, which can vary in extent from year to year, or because

of the variable angle of data collection and our ability to obtain good

quality information from the same pieces of wood when, for example,

the view is obstructed.

Structure from motion (SfM) photogrammetry may also be used

to derive high resolution point clouds for large wood (Spreitzer

et al., 2020a), provide data for QSM cylinder modelling, and may offer

a lower cost option to using terrestrial LiDAR. However, some studies

F I GU R E 1 0 (a) Image branching complexity
and (b) terrestrial LiDAR-derived volume
evolution in time in relation to wood displacement
between measurements.

F I GU R E 9 Relationship between photo-interpretation derived
modified branching complexity and terrestrial LiDAR-derived volume.

HORTOBÁGYI ET AL. 15
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have demonstrated lower accuracy of SfM photogrammetric point

clouds for morphology and roughness estimation in gravel-bed rivers

(Schwendel & Milan, 2020).

Previous work that has utilised point clouds of large wood in

rivers have used meshing algorithms to model wood complexity for

large jams. For example, Spreitzer et al. (2019) found Poison Surface

Reconstruction using the Pix4D model provided optimum results,

when considering wood volume. Through using meshing approaches

plus knowing the characteristics of the wood structures, Spreitzer

et al. (2020b) were able to calculate porosity through subtracting the

3D geometric volume (3D, geo) from the computed bulk volumes

(2.5D or 3D, PSR), providing an assessment of accumulation porosity.

We contend that although meshing algorithms may be suitable to

assess large wood large jams comprising logs that have lost finer

branches (e.g., Spreitzer et al., 2020a), the approach is unable to

resolve intricate branching complexity found in trees recently intro-

duced to river channels. For the first time, we demonstrate that QSM

cylinder modelling of point clouds successfully resolves this complex-

ity, allowing full quantification of branching structure changes over

time as well as the size (length and radius) and volume of the wood.

4.2 | The role of residence time in wood
fragmentation

There are relatively few studies on large wood fragmentation. Most of

them focus on the length loss and fracturing of wood pieces in the

channel, without monitoring the debranching phenomenon or

studying the effect of the residence time. For example, both Iroumé,

Ruiz-Villanueva, & Picco (2017) and Merten et al. (2013) monitored an

impressive number of instrumented wood pieces, but their injection

time into the watercourse was unknown. A median fragmentation of

between 1 and 4% per year was measured by Iroumé, Ruiz-

Villanueva, & Picco (2017), and a size loss of between 5 and 27% over

seven years, meanwhile Merten et al. (2013) recorded a mass loss

through fragmentation of 7.3% over a one-year period. Here, we

measured a mean annual volume reduction of 32% which is much

higher compared with these previous studies. Merten et al. (2013)

also measured the reduction of mean branching complexity which

accounted for 17.73 during the first and 13.62 the second year. This

branching complexity range is only comparable with our “unknown2”
class (mean: 14) and much lower compared with all other residence

time classes (1 year residence time: 184, “unknown1” residence time:

34). Because of disparities in sampling, operators and study period,

these values are not very comparable.

A strong correlation between branching complexity and residence

time was detected. The first three groups of residence times are

clearly differentiated, enabling association of branching complexity

ranges with residence time classes. This establishes the possibility of

estimating the residence time of wood based on the observed

branching complexity in the future. The values for branching complex-

ity exhibited the broadest range within the 0-year class. The rapid

decrease of first order segments after recruitment indicates a primary

loss of fine branches. This process occurs rapidly in the early stage,

reaching more than 50% of the loss within the first year. However,

after 2 years of residence, changes in wood geometry become negligi-

ble or very slow, suggesting that the skeleton with few main branches

is more resistant over time. After a period of 2 years immersed within

the fluvial system, the outcome of mechanical fragmentation is no

longer a gradual loss of terminal branches, but more pronounced

morphological changes, probably due to a fracturing process.

Our field observations also show that fine branches may remain

attached to the highest (i.e., furthest from the ground), unsubmerged

part of a tree for a longer duration, despite transportation in the river

channel. Tree number 074AB8 retained its fine branches for the full

3-year period, and tree number 074ACC retained them for the first

2 years. Consequently, they exhibit higher values of branching

complexity when compared with other trees with similar volume (data

points on the right side of the Figure 8d). On the other hand, trees

074B55 and 074AA9, which are characterised by the highest

branching complexity values, lost their fine branches immediately

after the first year. Consequently, in the subsequent years, the

relationship between volume and branching complexity followed the

trend of the other trees (data points on the left-hand side of

the Figure 8d). Taking into consideration the diameter when calculat-

ing, and giving a reduced weight to thin branches, which typically lack

volume, we have identified a complexity parameter that shows a

strong correlation with volume. However, this parameter does not

correlate with residence time.

Fine branches detach rapidly from their initial structure and

remain highly mobile (with limited storage, representing only 30% of

the volume of jams) (Schalko, 2017). It is reasonable to presume that

fine branch loss is slowed by the flexibility of fresh branches

compared with older, dry branches. Further research is required to

examine the variations in branch strength over time and its correlation

with weathering conditions, such as wetting-drying cycles and

extreme temperatures. In situ or laboratory experiments could help

advance these questions by monitoring the biomechanical properties

of wood from the moment it enters the river or by using fresh wood.

Such research could lead to a better understanding of the evolution of

wood shape in response to hydrological constraints. Transported small

branches may not pose a significant risk, but they do play an essential

role in maintaining the ecological condition of the watercourse and,

potentially, in the supply of carbon. It is the element most susceptible

to chemical degradation (Merten et al., 2013), an important process in

terms of nutrient input. It is also one of the components that accumu-

lates in jams, making these environments rich in ecological diversity.

We analysed wood deposited on alluvial bars and none of the

samples were constantly submerged in water or deposited in the

alluvial forest. These environmental contexts have the potential to

alter debranching and fragmentation processes which were not taken

into account in our study. Although beavers were evident at our study

sites, there was no sign of their activity in any of the sampled

specimens. Our research has focused on branching complexity, but

this is clearly not the only factor influencing wood entrainment. For

instance, the presence and size of root must also be taken into

account (Abbe & Montgomery, 1996; Bisson et al., 1987; Ravazzolo

et al., 2022; Welber, Bertoldi, & Tubino, 2013).

Despite the relatively low sample size used primarily for develop-

ing a method with rapid field data acquisition (i.e., photo-interpreta-

tion), fragmentation analysis provided valuable insights by revealing

consistent trends in shape simplification. Our measurements were

conducted within a river reach characterized by large alluvial bars and

an active bank erosion process. It is important to note that
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fragmentation rhythm and processes may differ significantly in

headwater reaches where geomorphic and hydrological conditions

vary. Additionally, the species of wood may influence the fragmenta-

tion process. Based on our observations, the samples primarily

consisted of black poplar trees (Populus nigra), which are the most

prevalent species in the study area. Standing trees were selected from

vegetation patches that exhibit a representative height for our study

area. This assumption is based on our experiences from monitoring

activities conducted within the given river reach and even broader

areas. The selected standing trees were closely located, with a reach

spanning less than 5 km.

Practitioners often face decisions regarding wood removal

without sufficient knowledge of wood transport conditions such as

potential travel distance and the hydrological factors that trigger

it. One significant factor influencing wood mobility is its size. Under-

standing the rate at which large woody elements fragment into

smaller, more mobile pieces is crucial for informing decision-making.

While the presence of large, geometrically complex wood pieces in

rivers may not necessarily pose an issue, they can potentially block

infrastructures such as bridges or dams. Knowledge of the speed of

wood shape simplification could help predict the likelihood of a wood

piece causing obstructions, as the risk increases with more intricately

shaped elements. This is also true for the formation of jams.

Conversely, if the objective is to enhance ecological benefits, the

advantages associated with wood presence may diminish over time as

its shape simplification progresses.

4.3 | Wood fragmentation and (im-)mobility

Whether or not a piece of wood is transported, can potentially affect

the rate of morphological change. Merten et al. (2013) noted a higher

incidence of breakage with greater travel distance. Our data does not

permit statistical confirmation or refutation of this finding, but it does

show that marked losses in branching complexity and related volume

can occur even when travel distance is minimal or non-existent. We

suggest that the quick change in form caused by fragmentation was

the outcome of a collision with another transported log, as it was the

highest part of the tree (i.e., furthest from the ground) that was

dislodged. Chemical processes condition decomposition (Aristi

et al., 2012; Iroumé, Ruiz-Villanueva, & Picco, 2017) accelerating

physical changes over time, as do wetting and drying process, and

temperature variations (Bilby et al., 1999; Wohl, 2013). As wood ages,

sudden volume loss without mobility is likely to occur more

frequently. Breakage of immobile wood became increasingly visible

during the field campaigns, facilitating entrainment.

It is worth noting that one of the standing trees (074A8F) was

transported into a jam, resulting in a drastic reduction of its branching

complexity to 1. This observation suggests that the depositional

context after the transport phase may also play a crucial role in shape

simplification through dragging/rolling along the river bed. According

to Harmon et al. (1986), the most decayed wood pieces are rarely

found in jams. On the other hand, certain non-quantitative field obser-

vations indicate that simple shaped wood can be organised in jams.

The question is whether the simplification of geometry is related to

processes occurring prior to arrival in the jam (e.g., during transport)

or to the accumulation process. The stability of the jam, especially

when accumulated at bridge piers, may depend on the complexity of

the shapes that constitute it. Additionally, branches aid in improving

the cohesion of jam, ultimately reducing the likelihood of jam break-

up (Lyn et al., 2003). Another potential parameter that could influence

the susceptibility of a wood piece to breakage or debranching is its

orientation to the flow. However, our data does not allow us to

confirm this hypothesis. We observed that each of the wood pieces

deposited isolated on alluvial bars was approximately parallel to the

flow, whereas pieces that ended up in jams exhibited different

orientations.

5 | CONCLUSION

In this paper we have considered methodological issues in assessing

wood fragmentation in rivers using two different approaches. We

have outlined their advantages and disadvantages, but both are seen

as valuable and complementary. Our findings indicate that the

debranching process is the primary driver of complexity change, which

is very rapid during the first 2 years after injection into the river

channel and then, it becomes negligible. Although the sample size was

limited, our findings indicate that shape simplification can occur

whether wood is transported or remains in situ. These observations

possess significance for various river management practices, particu-

larly the removal of large wood from watercourses. Nevertheless, to

fully comprehend the mechanisms behind morphological adjustments

due to fragmentation, we must obtain supplementary data from

prolonged surveys in combination with studies of wood mobility.

Future studies should integrate both field and laboratory investiga-

tions to comprehensively examine the physical breakdown processes

during transport, as well as chemical, biological and weathering

processes. Flume experiments could provide valuable insights into the

precise mechanisms leading to branch fragility during desiccation,

including the dominant hydraulic factors involved (e.g., velocity versus

repeated branch movement against the flow).
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